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SMALL ZEROS OF QUADRATIC
FORMS OVER NUMBER FIELDS. II

JEFFREY D. VAALER

Abstract. Let F be a nontrivial quadratic form in N variables with coef-

ficients in a number field k and let Z be a subspace of kN of dimension

M, 1 < M < N . If F restricted to Z vanishes on a subspace of dimen-

sion L , 1 < L < M , and if the rank of F restricted to Z is greater than

M — L , then we show that F must vanish on M — L + 1 distinct subspaces

^o, 3?{,...,êi?M-L in -E each of which has dimension L. Moreover, we

show that for each pair J2g , J2/, 1 < / < M — L , the product of their heights

//(^o)/7(^/) is relatively small. Our results generalize recent work of Schlick-

ewei and Schmidt.

1. Introduction

Let

(i-i) f(M) = EEw m̂nJ m   n

be a symmetric bilinear form with coefficients tpmn = tpnm in an algebraic

number field k. We write <ï> = (<pmn) for the associated N x N matrix and

F(x) = F(x,x) for the associated quadratic form. As in our earlier paper [14]

we will consider F restricted to a fixed subspace 727 ç kN of dimension M,

1 < M < N, and define

J(O|={zeJ:F(z) = 0}.

A basic problem in this situation is to show that if 2~i0) is not trivial then

it necessarily contains vectors or subspaces of small height. Beginning with a

result of Cassels [3, 4], the papers [1, 5-10, 12-15], are all directed at this

type of problem. In case k = Q and M = N Schlickewei and Schmidt [10]

have recently proved a theorem which includes most of the previous results.

Our purpose in the present paper is to generalize the work of Schlickewei and

Schmidt to an arbitrary number field k and to the case where 27 may be a

proper subspace of k .As we have already noted in [14], the introduction

of the subspace 27 is equivalent to considering the simultaneous zeros of the
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quadratic form F and a system of N - M independent linear forms. If A is

an (N - M) x N matrix over k with rank(^) = N - M and

27 = {xGkN:Ax = Q),

then by a basic duality principle (equation (2.6) of [14]) the subspace 27 and

the matrix A have the same height. For this reason all of our results which we

state for a quadratic form F restricted to 2 have obvious analogs for the set

of simultaneous solutions in k    of F(x) = 0 and Ax = 0.

We suppose that the number field k has degree d over Q. Our notation

for places, completions of k, normalized absolute values, heights and measures

will be identical to that which was already described in [14, §2]. Also, we will

assume that F restricted to 2 has rank r. Our main result which generalizes

Theorem 1 in [10] is as follows.

Theorem 1. Suppose that 37 contains an L-dimensional subspace, 1 < L <

M, and F restricted to 27 has rank r > M - L. Then there exist M - L+l

distinct L-dimensional subspaces S7Q, 3?x, S72, ... ,S7M_L in 27 with the

following properties:

(i) for each I = 1,2, ... ,M-L the subspace J^il^ has dimension L-l;

(ii) the union J^ U S7X U ■ ■ ■ u á^_¿ spans the subspace 27 ;

(iii) for each I =1,2, ... ,M- L,

(1.2) H(7?0)2 < H(M70)H(&¡) < {2ck(M - L)2^(d>)}M~L{2ck(l)H(2)}2.

(For each positive integer n , ck(n) is a field constant defined in [14, §2] and

in (2.2) below.)

In our previous result [14, Theorem 1] we made no assumption concerning

the rank of F restricted to 2 but instead we assumed that the integer L was

maximal. That is, we assumed that L was the largest integer such that 27( '

contains a subspace of dimension L. We note that in the present paper we are

not assuming that L is maximal. Of course 2{    must contain the subspace

J1 = {zeJ:F(î,z) = 0 for all f G 27),

and dim(2L) = M - r.  Thus our hypothesis in Theorem 1 concerning the

rank of F restricted to 2 could be stated this way: we assume that 2{

contains a subspace of dimension L with L > dim(^" ). It turns out that the

method used to prove Theorem 1 also provides a bound on the height of the

subspace 27   .

Theorem 2. If I < r < M then

(1.3) H(2±)<ck(r)r^((p)r,2H(2).

Suppose that in Theorem 1 the quadratic form F restricted to 27 has rank

r = M. Then we may take L = 1. We find that if F has a nontrivial zero
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in 2, then there is a basis {x0,x1, ... ,xM_x) of 27 such that F(xm) = 0,

m = 0,1, ... ,M- I, and

(1.4) H(x0)H(xt) < {2ck(M-l)2ßP(<i>)}M-X{2ck(l)H(27)}2,

for I = 1,2, ... ,M - I . Obviously ( 1.4) implies that

H(xf-XH(xx)H(x2).-H(xM_x)

< {2ck(M- l)27r(S>)}(M~Xf''{2ck(l)H(2))2(M~X]'.

The bounds (1.4) and (1.5) generalize results of Schulze-Pillot [13, Theorem 2]

and Chalk [5].

If F and 27 satisfy the hypotheses in Theorem 1 then 2^ contains the

L-dimensional subspace á^, and the height H($7Q) is bounded by (1.2). In

fact the slightly sharper bound

(1.6) H(âf0) < {2ck(M - L)2¿F(<D)}(M_L)/2ZZ(5')

follows immediately from Theorem 4 and equation (5.11) below. Theorem 2

and (1.6) provide a sharper and more general formulation of our previous result

[14, Theorem 1].

We wish to thank Professor H. P. Schlickewei for helpful discussions on the

subject of this paper.

2. Preliminary lemmas

If v is a place of k we write kv for the completion of k at v. Let

¿f Q (k)N be a subspace of dimension L, 1 < L < N, and let sév ç (kv)N

be the completion of sé in (kv)N . We shall make frequent use of the N x N

projection matrices Pv = Pv(s#v) which were defined in [14, §4]. Here we simply

summarize the main results concerning Pv(s#v) which we will need. Complete

proofs and further details can be found in [14].

At each place v the matrix Pv is a projection operator in the usual sense:

Pvxgs/v   forallxe^f,

and

P.x = x   for all x€J/,.

Let b G (k)N\s/ so that

& = span{^ , b}
k

is a subspace of dimension L + 1. The height of the subspaces s>f and <â? are

related by the identity

(2.1) H(7%) = H(s/)]jHv{(lN - PJb}.
V

This follows from [14, Lemma 4].
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If sé C k we shall sometimes simplify our notation and write Pv (sé ) for

projection onto the completion of sé in (kv)   .

Next we require a lemma whose proof uses methods from geometry of num-

bers over adèle spaces. The relevant definitions concerning this subject are

contained in [2, pp. 16-18]. We write kA for the adèle ring of the number field

k and if v is a finite place of k then

Ov = {xGkv:\x\v<l}

denotes the maximal compact subring of kv . Since the additive group of kv is

locally compact we may select a normalized Haar measure ßv on kv as follows:

(i) If v | p, where p is a (finite) rational prime, we require that ßv(Ov) =

\3¡v\dJ2. Here 3¡v is the local different of k at v .

(ii) If kv = R then ßv is ordinary Lebesgue measure on R.

(iii) If kv = C then ßv is Lebesgue measure on the complex plane multi-

plied by 2.

The product measure ß = F[v ßv then induces a normalized Haar measure

(also denoted by ß) on kA. If (kx)N is an TV-fold product of adèle spaces we

write V for the product Haar measure ß    on (zcA)   .

At each infinite place v we define a positive real number rv(N) so that

ßNv({uG(kv)N:\\u\\v<rv(N))) = l.

The exact value of ry(N) is given in [14, §2]. We also define

(2.2) ck(N) = h\Ak\X/2dY[(rv(N))d'-/d

y v|oo

where Ak is the discriminant of k and dv = [kv : QJ is the local degree. The

quantity ck(N) will occur as a field constant.

Now suppose that Av is an N x M matrix over kv with

rank(/lj = M < 7V\

Let Çv /fl bea vector in (kv)N . If v \ oo we set

Sv = {uG(kv)M:\\Avu\\v<\\ZJv}.

It follows easily that

If v f oo we write

ßvi(Sv) = rv(Mfm>\\cC'<IIv(Av)-d.

Sv = {uG(kv)M:\\Avu\\v<\\Zv\\v}.

By using the w-adic cube slicing identity, which is (4.8) and (4.9) of [2], the

Haar measure of Sv is given by

ß^(Sv) = \SvC2\\^\CHv(Av)-d-
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If we assume that Sv = (Ov)M at almost all finite places v , then the set

^ = IK

,Mis a subset of the A/-fold product (zcA) . Hence the Haar measure of 7? is

given by

(2.3)

v(&)«n*fp.)=\h\~m\\\\sv\>mv)-x) fn^w^
v I   v )      ^u|oo

(In (2.3) we have used the identity

niüyf = i\f1/2.)
u-foo

If 0 < A, < X2 < ■ ■ ■ < XM < oo denote the successive minima of 777' then by

the adèlic form of Minkowski's second theorem (this is Theorem 3 of [2]) we

have

(Xxk2---kM)dV(^)<2dM.

Using (2.3) this may be written as

(2.4) (V2-^)<^wtí(lliíJAw)'

To simplify the statement of the following lemma we write

G(x) = Y[Hv{(lN-Pv)x}
V

for xGk and Pv = Pv(sév).

Lemma 3. Let í and f be linearly independent vectors in (k) \sé . Then there

exists a scalar a^O in k such that

C7(e*Ç + £) < 2c,(l)max{C7(f),G(f)}.

Proof. We use the inequality (2.4) with M = I, Av = (lN - Pv)Ç, and Çv =

(lN - PV)Ç. For almost all finite places we have

BAJ.-KJ."1

and therefore Sv = (Ov) at almost all finite places. Hence the inequality (2.4)

holds. It follows that there exists a ^ 0 in k such that a G XT? for all A > Xx.

That is,

\\(iN-Px)at\\v<xx\\(iN-pv)^\\v

if v I oo and

IKi^-z^ii^lKiv-^a
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if v \ oo. Thus we have

Y[\(iN-P^Ai)\v<\Y[(i+7xfld\Y[\(iN-Pv)i;\v,

or

(2.5) G(aï + i)<(l+Xx)G(Ç).

Of course (2.4) may be written as

Xx<ck(l)G(t)-lG(Ç)

and therefore (2.5) implies that

G(a; + tt)<G(Ç) + ck(l)G(;)<2ck(l)max{G(Q,G(Ç)}.

This proves the lemma.

Let F(x,y) be the bilinear form defined in (1.1) by the N x N symmetric

matrix <P = (<pmn). At each place v of k the local height ^ is defined by

N     N dv/2d

lm=l n=\ )

The global height of <I> is then given by

V

If iv and ^ are vectors in (kv )    we have

(2.6) \F(çv,7v)\v<^vmav\v\;x-

This follows immediately from the ultrametric inequality if v \ oo and from

the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality if v | oo.

Now suppose that Ç and f are vectors in k   , F vanishes identically on

se G 27 CkN and C G séL , where

séL = {zG27:F(a,z) = 0 for allas

By continuity F vanishes identically on the completion sév of sé in (kv)

It follows that F(Pvi , £) = 0 and therefore

(2.7) F(Ç,Ç) = F{(lN-PvK,Ç).
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If F(Ç,Q ji 0, then (2.6), (2.7) and the product formula imply that

l = ï[\F(Ç,;)\v

V

<\{{K(<t>)Hv((lN-Pv)i)Hv(Q)
V

= *(*)ÎI[Hv((In-Pv)Ç)\h{Ç).

This type of argument will be used frequently.

3. TWO BASIC THEOREMS

Our proof of Theorem 1 divides naturally into two parts and each part can

be easily formulated as a separate result. We assume throughout §§3-6 of this

paper that the hypotheses in Theorem 1 hold. Then among all L-dimensional

subspaces contained in 2(0) let %7 be an L-dimensional subspace with min-

imal height. As the set of L-dimensional subspaces of 27 having height less

than a positive constant is a finite set, such a subspace %? clearly exists. We

define

a?- = {z G 27: F(x, z) = 0 for all x e ST7}.

Since F restricted to S7 has rank r > M - L, it follows that S7    is a proper

subspace of 2.

Theorem 4. Suppose that Ç is a vector in 2\%7L and let y be the (L + 1)-

dimensional subspace

y = soank{êr,S}.

Then there exists a subspace S?' G y such that

(i) F vanishes identically on äf',

(ii) dim(Sf') = L and dim(Sf n^') = L-l,

(iii) H(3f)2 < H(ä7)H(ä7') < 2Jr(Q>)H($/)2,

(iv) l<2JT(<t>){nvHv((lN-Pv)Ç)}2,

where PV = PV(%7V) is projection onto the completion ä7v of 3? in (kv)N.

The proof of this result is similar to our proof of [14, Theorem 1]. In fact we

have made some technical simplifications which lead to the sharper inequality

(1.6).

Theorem 5. There exist M - L linearly independent vectors z,, z2, ... ,iM_L

in 27\S7L such that

(3.1) 27 = spank{%7,zx,z2, ... ,zM_L},

and each of the subspaces

(3.2) ^ = span/t{<r,z/},       I = 1,2, ... ,M - L,
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satisfies

(3.3) H(yt) < 2ck(l){ck(M - L))M~L{2^m\(M-L-x)l2H(2).

In order to prove Theorem 1 from these results we set 37 = 37^. Then

with zx, z2, ... ,zM_L as in Theorem 5 we apply Theorem 4 with £ = z¡.

It follows that the subspace $7¡ = span-fJ^z,} contains an L-dimensional

subspace 3f¡ = 37/ such that 3?l ç 27{0), dim(^ n 3ft) = L - 1, and

span{37Q,37x, ... ,37M_L} = 2.

Using (iii) of Theorem 4 we have

(3.4) H(370)2 < H(370)H(377) < 2¿F(0)ZZ(^)2.

Then (3.3) and (3.4) combine to give exactly the estimate (1.2) in the statement

of Theorem 1.

4. Proof of Theorem 4

Let {x,, x2, ... , xL} be a basis for 37. Since £ G 27\371~ it follows that

(4.1) F(x,,C)¿0   forsome/, 1 < I < L.

Obviously {xx, ... ,xL,Ç} is a basis for y . Define 3?' G y by

Sf' = \yjalxl + ß^.alGk,ßGk, and Y^alF(xl,c%)+X-ßF(c%) = o\.

In view of (4.1), ¡7?' is a subspace of y with

dim(ir') = L    and     dim(JF n 37') = L - 1.

In particular, 27 and ^' are distinct subspaces. If

(4.2) y = x + ßC,       xG$?,ßGk,

is a vector in ^ then

F(y) = 2F(x,ßi) + F(ßi)

('j = 2/?F(x+2-/?í,í).

This shows that ß = 0 is equivalent to y € 27 and F(x + \ßC,l7) = 0 is

equivalent to y € ^'. Therefore (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4 hold for the subspace

37'.
At each place v of k let 3fv ç (kv)N be the completion of 37 and let

37' ç(kvf be the completion of 37'. Then set

and
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By continuity F must vanish identically on 37v u 37/ . With y given by (4.2)

we have

F(x+\ßi,!7) = F(x,i) + \ßF(i)

(44) =F(x,(lN-Pv)C) + ^F((lN + Pv)Z,(lN-Pv)C)

= F(Qvx,(lN- PV)S) + F(ßQvS,(lN- PV)S)

= F(Qvy,(lN-Pv)S).

If we combine (4.3) and (4.4) we find that

(4.5) F(y) = 2ßF(Qvy,(lN-Pv)S)

at each place v of k . It follows that y G 37' if and only if

F(Qvy,(lN-Pv)C) = 0.

Now select y G y\(37 u 37'). Then Z^y G 37/ and so at each place v

(4.6) F(QvP'vy,ttN-Pv)Ç) = 0.

Combining (4.5) and (4.6) we obtain

(4.7) 0 ¿ F(y) = 2ßF(Qv(lN - P'v)y,(lN - Pv)í).

Next we apply the product formula to (4.7) and use the basic inequality (2.6)

at each place. This leads to

l = H\(2ß)-xF(y)\v

(4.8) , w ^

<^(<t>)lUHv(Qv(^-Pi)y)j\U^v((iN-pjM.

By [14, Lemma 8] we may remove the operator Qv from the right-hand side

of (4.8) while compensating with an extra factor of 2. In this way we find that

(4.9)    i<2^(«i>)|n^((i^-/j:)y)}|n^((iv-/jjí)}

Finally we multiply both sides of (4.9) by H(37)H(37') and apply (2.1). This
establishes the inequality

H(37)H(37') < 2&(<b)H(soank{3?' ,y))H(soank{37,Ç\)

= 2¿f(<P)ZZ(|02,

which is exactly the second inequality in (iii) of the theorem.

Now 37 ç 2^ ' has minimal height among all L-dimensional subspaces

contained in 2m . Therefore (4.10) immediately implies that

H(37)2 < H(3f)H(3f') < 2ßT(<b)H(y)2

(4.11)
2^(<D)ZZ(^)2 | J] Hv(( 1N - Pv)i) J
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Of course (4.11) is (iv) and the first inequality in (iii) of the theorem.

5. A NESTED SEQUENCE OF SUBSPACES

In this section we identify several objects connected with F, 37 and 27

which will be used in our proof of Theorem 5. Again we suppose that {x, ,x2,

... ,xL} is a basis for 37 and we write Pv = Pv(37v) for the projection operator

which maps (kv) onto the completion 37v of 37 at each place v . To simplify

some expressions we write

G(^) = Y[Hv((lN-Pv)z)
V

if z G 27. By [14, Theorem 10] there exists a basis {xx,x2,... ,xL,yx,y2, ... ,

yM_L) of 2 such that

M-L

(5.1) Il St*/) ̂  {ck(M-L))M-LH(27)H(3f)-x.
i=\

Also, by reordering if necessary, we may assume that the numbers C7(y/) are

increasing for I = 1,2, ... ,M - L. We use the vectors in {y, , y2 , ... , yM_L}

to define a nested sequence of subspaces

sé, = spanA.{x,,x2, ... ,xL,yx,y2, ... ,y¡},

for I = 0,1,2,... ,M — L. Thus we have

37 = sé0 C séx C sé2 c • • • ç séM_L = 2.

Obviously dim(j^) = L + l. For each choice of I = 0,1,2, ... ,M-L we set

sé,1- = {zg2: Zr(a,z) = 0forallaej^}.

Clearly each sé,    is a subspace of 27 and

^X=<"-z. <=<"-/.-> Ç...çséx±çsé0±=3^±ç2.

Concerning the dimension of sé,    we have

dim(j^) + dimO^-1) = dim(^) + dim(sé¡n2±).

Since r > M - L it follows that

dim^) < dim(^) + dim(^x) - dim(^)

(5.2) =M + (M-r)-(L + l)

<M -I- 1.

The quadratic form F vanishes identically on 37 = sé0 but does not vanish

identically on 2 = séML . Hence there exists a unique integer s, 0<s<M-

L-l, such that F vanishes identically on sés but F does not vanish identically

on sés+x . For the subspace sés we must have sés ç sés   , and therefore by (5.2)

L + s = dim(sés) <dim(sésL) <M-s-l.

This shows that 0 < s < \(M -L-l).
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Lemma 6. If ys+x Gsésx then

l<^(0)G(yJ+1)2.

Proof. By the definition of s, F does not vanish identically on

•^+i = sPanÄ>yi+i}-

But

(5.3) F(a) = 0   and   F(a,yJ+1) = 0

for all a G sés. It follows that F(ys+X) ¿ 0. Also, (5.3) implies that at each

place v

F(Pvys+i) = 0   and   F(Pvys+x ,ys+x) = 0.

Therefore, we have

F(ys+l) = F((iN-Pv)ys+x,ys+x)

= F((iN-Pv)ys+l).

We apply (2.6) and the product formula to conclude that

i-iïi*gwi>i.
V

= H\F((lN-Pv)ys+x)\v
v

<jr(<P)G(ys+x)2.

Lemma 7. Suppose that 1 < s and £ is a vector in 2\sésL. Let m be the

smallest integer in the set {1,2,..., s} such that £ is contained in 27\sém .

Then we have

(5.4) l<¿F(<D)G(ym)C7tf).

Proof. First we assume that m = 1. Then <jf g 27\séx and therefore the linear

form a —► F(a,£) is not trivial on s/x . It follows that

<%0 = {*GSéx:F(a,Ç) = 0}

is an L-dimensional subspace of séx . As 1 < s, F vanishes identically on séx

and also on &0. Since 37 = sé0 has minimal height among the L-dimensional

subspaces in 2m , we have

(5.5) H(sé0) < H(<%0).

Now let C e séx\&0 so that F(f ,f) # 0.  From the definition of <^0 we
have

(5-6) F(Pv{&0)Ç,Ç) = 0

at each place v . Since F vanishes identically on séx we also have

(5-7) F((lN-Pv(<2Q))Ç,Pv{s/0)Ç) = 0.
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Using (5.6) and (5.7) we obtain the identity

F(7,i) = F((lN-Pv(^))7^)

= F((lN-Pv(<%0));,(lN-Pv(sé0))Ç)

at each place v .  Again we apply (2.6) and the product formula to conclude

that

< ¿ri«» |n^((iv - pv w)ol in*»«1* - ̂ k))^} •

Next we multiply both sides of (5.8) by H(&0) and use (2.1) and (5.5). In this

way we obtain

H(sé0) < H(7$0) < JT(<I>)H(séx) ¡Y[Hv((lN - Pv(sé0))í)\

= JT(<i>)H(sé0) S^[Hv((lN - Pv(sé0))yx)\ il[Hv((lN - Pv(sé0))Z)\ ,

which is (5.4) when m = 1.

To complete the proof we consider the case 2 < m < s . Then cj; G 27\sém

and £ G séf1_x . Again the linear form a —► F(a,Ç) is not trivial on sém so that

{*Gsfm:F(a,Ç) = 0}

is an (L+m— l)-dimensional subspace of sé  . On the other hand, sém_x ç sém ,

f G sémX  and therefore a —► F (a,¡77) is identically zero on sém_x.  In other

words,

sém_x = {aGsém.F(a,ct) = 0).

The vector ym is in sém\sém_x and therefore F(ym ,Ç) ^ 0. As in the first part

of the proof we have

f59) F(ym,i) = F((lN-Pv(sé,))ym,l¡)

= F((lN-Pv(sé0))ym,(lN-Pv(sé0))Ç).

Using (2.1), (5.9) and the product formula we find that

l = I[\F(ym,Ç)\v<<%'(<i>)G(ym)G(().
V

This proves the lemma.

Lemma 8. The vectors y, ,y2, ... ,yM_L_x satisfy

M-L-l

(5.10) 1 <{2^(<t>)){M'L~X)'2   W   G(y,).
z=i
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The vector yM_L satisfies

(5.11) G(yM_L) < {ck(M - L)}M-L{2JT(<i>)}(M-L-x)/2II(2)H(37)-X.

Proof. The inequalities (5.1) and (5.10) clearly imply that (5.11) holds. There-

fore it suffices to establish only (5.10). First we consider the case 5 = 0. If

y, G séx then

l<7?(<!>)G(yx)2

holds by Lemma 6. If yx G 2\sé0 we may appeal to Theorem 4 part (iv) with

£ = Vj. We find that

(5.12) 1 <2X(<D)C7(yi)2.

Thus (5.12) holds generally if s = 0. Since the numbers G(y,) are increasing

for I = 1,2, ... ,M- L, the desired inequality (5.10) follows immediately.

For the remainder of the proof we assume that 1 < s. Let 0 < I <s so that

Sé^sé^sé^Gsé,1-.

In particular,

sés = span{sé0,yx, ... ,ys} ç séf
k

and dim(séx) < M-I-I by (5.2). It follows that at most M-L-s-l-l of

the vectors in the set {yJ+1 ,yi+2, ... .y^^} are also in sé,   . Alternatively, at

least /+1 vectors in the set {yJ+1, yi+2, ... , yM_L) are also in 2\sé, . Hence

we may select distinct integers i0,ix, ... ,is in {s + 1, s + 2, ... , M - L} so

that

{y,,y,,...,y,,}ç^V<
for each / = 0,1,2,... ,5. By removing yM_L if necessary, we may select

distinct integers jx, j2, ... , j  in the set {s+l,s + 2,...,M-L-l} so that

{y,,,y,,...,y,}ç.2-\<

for / = 1,2, ... , 5. Since 27\sé,± ç 2^^ the hypotheses of Lemma 7 hold

with Í = y, • The corresponding value of m plainly satisfies I < m < I. Thus

by Lemma 7 we have

(5.13) 1 < Jr(<t>)G(ym)G(y.) < Jr(Q>)G(y,)G(y.),

for each /= 1,2, ... ,s.

Next we claim that

(5.14) l<^(0)G(yJ+1)2.

If yi+i € sésx then this follows from Lemma 6. If yJ+1 G 27^^ we may apply

Lemma 7 with £ = y4+,. Then we use the trivial inequality C7(ym) < C7(ys+1)

(where 1 < m < s) to deduce that (5.14) holds in this case as well.
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Now suppose that t is an integer, 5+1 < t < M -L-l, but t is not in the

set {7, ,72, ... ,js}. Obviously G(ys+X) < G(yt) and therefore (5.14) implies

that

(5.15) 1 < ^(<D)C7(y()2.

There are M - L - 2s - 1 such integers t so that (5.15) leads to the inequality

(5.16) l<J?(<t>){M-L-x)/2-sl[G(yt).
t

From (5.13) we have

(5.17) 1<¿T(<D):{jW.Wy,,)}.
Finally, the inequalities (5.16) and (5.17) combine to establish (5.10).

6. Proof of Theorem 5

We have already seen that there exists an integer i0, s+l < i0< M-L, such

that y(. is contained in 27\séQ = 27\37 . Using y( and the linearly indepen-

dent vectors {yx,y2,... >yA/_£} we define a second set of linearly independent

vectors {z, ,z2, ... ,iM_L) as follows.

(i) If y, G 2\37x we set z, = y,.

(ii) If y ,G 37    we select a scalar a, ^ 0 in k such that

G(a,y, + yio) < 2ck(l)max{G(y¡),G(yk)}.

That such a scalar a, ^ 0 exists follows from Lemma 3. Then we set

z/ = Q/y/ + y,o-

It is clear that

span{y,,y2, ... ,yM_L} = span{z, ,z2, ... ,*M_L)
k k

and therefore (3.1) holds. Also, each vector z, is in 2\37± .

To complete the proof we note that

(6.1) G(z,)<2ck(l)G(yM_L)

for each I, I <l < M - L. If y, is defined by (3.2) then

(6.2) H(y,) = H(37)G(z,).

The inequality (3.3) plainly follows from (5.11), (6.1) and (6.2).

7. Proof of Theorem 2

Since the rank of F restricted to 27 is r there exists a subspace y ç 2

such that y has dimension r and F restricted to y is nonsingular. By

Theorem 10 of [14] there exists a basis {y, ,y2,... ,yr} of y for which

(7.1) H IlK«1* - /J,(-2'±))y/}} < ck(r)rH(2)H(2±fX.
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Let

Y = (ylyyyr)

denote the N x r matrix having y, as its Ith column, 1 < I < r. We must

have
det{rrO7}^0,

and therefore when we expand the determinant

r

(7.2) E^wn^y/'W*0-
a ¡=i

In (7.2) the sum is over all permutations a of the set {1,2, ... ,r} . It follows

that there exists a permutation t of the set {1,2,...,/*} such that

iW/'yW^0-
Z=l

Using (2.1) and the product formula we find that

^nini^ypyWi,}
/=1   I   v )

= ñ ill l*"«!* - Pv(^))y,. (i* - -P.rty«,))!.}
/=1   l  v )

< f[{^(0)G(yi)G(yx{¡))}

(7.3)

= ßr(®)rY[G(yl)2,
l=i

where we have written

G(x) = Y\Hv{(lN-Pv(2±))x}.
V

Finally, from (7.1) and (7.3) we obtain the inequality

1 <^mr{ck(r)rH(27)H(27±)-x}2,

which is the statement of the theorem.
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